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Within the framework of Mattering integral equation* in momentam fpaet w«

present numerical reralu of scattering of three-identical bosos* at low emergte* la two

dimencont for «hort-range separable potentials. As analysis of the present aumerfed

result* reveal the three-particle scattering observables to be independent of potential

shape provided the low-energy two-particle binding energy aad scattering length are

held ftxed throoghoat the investigation.
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L INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade there has been a great deal of activity in studying the three

particle problem in two space dimensions both theoretically1"* and experimental^7'1*

doe to a variety of reasons.' Experimentally, there has been considerable interest in

two-dimrniional system* such as helium adsorbed on graphaite** and spin-polarised

hydrogen (H|)*>T~* recombining on a helium film. Also in view of the possibility of de-

tecting multiparticle bound states on monolayers of quantum gases1*, it is interesting

to study numerically the quantum f"Th*nk»J tew-particle bound-state problem.

In the recent past there has been a significant amount of theoretical studies11 in

the quantum and statistical mechanics of anyons which are particles having continuous

fractional ipin and thus interpolating and simulating between boson and fennion

properties. Anyoos exist only in two-dimensions and this has increased the relevance

of few-paxticle problems in two dimensions. As the anyons represent bosons in ooe

of the extreme limits a study of the quantum mcrhaniral three-boson system ts likely

to enhance the understanding of anyon properties.

A knowledge of the complete spectrum of the Hamiltonian for the fcw-partkle

systems in two dimensions b essential for studying the quantum-cluster coefficients

in two dimensions.13 For a confining potential the complete spectrum constitutes

of bound states only, whereas in the nonconfining case one has to deal with both

bound states and scattering. Such studies have been undertaken11»13 for bosons,

iermions, and anyons in general and abo in the limits of high and low temperatures.

A knowledge of the complete spectrum of the n-partide Hamiltonian is necessary lor

the study of the nth quantum-cluster coefficient.13 At the low (high) temperature

limit one Deed* such a knowledge at low (high) energies.

Hence, a systematic study of the quantum mechanical tew-particle system in two

space dimensions will shed light on all the above-mentioned problems. H re we report
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numerical results on both scattering and bound state observable* at low

the quantum mechanical three-boson system with a special objective m miad. We

would like to investigate how sensitive are these observable* to variations of the inter-

action potential while maintaining two-particle binding energy and scattering length

fixed under certain restrictions. The restrictions are those of short-range potentials

where the typical few-particle bound-state size is much larger than the range of the

interaction potential. We would like to study the few-particle system under such

restriction partly because of previous studies indicating that this is the situation in

many atomic and chemical systems,1*2 and partly because of the simplicity in the

treatment of the few-particle problem in two dimmfkmff via the momentum-space

connected kernel integral equation* using such short-range potentials. Also, under

these restrictions and at low energies the result of such a study is expected to be

universal and independent of the details of the potential model employed.13

There have been certain calculations1"4 for few-particle bound states in two di-

mensions. Bruch and Tjon u were the first to investigate the model dependence of

the three- and four-particle bound states on the shape of the interaction potentials.

They compared the results of separable potential calculations with those employing

Leonard-Jones potential. They concluded that the results were sensitive to the po-

tential model employed as they varied the strength of the potential. Later on in

relation to the study of Efimov and Thomas14 effects in two dimensions Adhikari et

aL4 pointed out that the study of Bruch and Tjoo is not entirely to the point and

one should maintain the two-particle low-energy observables • both binding energy

and scattering length • fixed in studying the above model dependence. Once this

is done the above model dependence of few-particle bound sta.e observables in two

dimensions reduces significantly. TLis has been related to the absence4 of Efimov and

Thomas effects in two dimensions.
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In this work we compliment the study of Ref. 4 in two «fcm»«*«»n«« on the model

independence of three-particle bound states on potential roodA and present the first

systematic study of the low-energy featuring of A boson oa the bound state of two

identical bosons. We consider three identical bosons interacting via pairwisc S wave

separable potentials with sample form-(actor*. We calculate the 5 wave scattering

length and phase-shifts for the scattering of a boson on the bound-state of two other*.

We investigate the sensitivity of our result on variation of the shape of interaction

potential. Presently, nothing is known about the scattering observable» of three

particles in two dimensions. Our study will provide some idea of the scattering in the

three boson system.

Through our numerical study we establish that the three-particle bound state

and scattering observables at bw energies in two dimensions are quite insensitive to

variations of the interaction poiential provided that the two-particle binding energy

and the scattering length are held fixed. This is not quite so in three dimensions

where the low-energy scattering and bound state observables for three- and few-

particle systems are sensitive to the details of the potential models employed or to

the shape of the interaction potentials. <

We have confined the present study to the 5 wave identical bosons but our con-

clusions are expected to bold true in the case of fermionk systems and higher partial

waves also. This is because few-fermion systems obey scattering integral equations

quite similar to the few boson systems with a somewhat weakened effective interac-

lion as a consequence of the Pauli principle between identical ienmoos. Because of

the Pauli repulsion between identical tensions the few-fennion system is expected to

be leu sensitive to the interaction potential than the few-boson system and our con-

clusions should extrapolate to the fennkmic case. Also, the higher partial waves of the

three-particle system are expected to be weakly attractive because of the centrifugal
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barrier, and so are expected to be insensitive to the two-particle potential*

The present result should have interesting consequence on the calculation of

Quantum-cluster cfrtffi<Knt>, surface rfcoffnlhiintkm rates of fpin polarised hydrogen

atoms, and the formation of befium-chisters in two dõnensãous. Our calculations atd

the general arguments of Ref. 4 indicate that the resuiU of soch calculations skwdd be

independent of potential shape provided that the low-energy two-partide observable»

are held fixed.

In Ref. 4 the model (independence of few-particle observables in different space

dimensions has been related to the divergence of the trace of the momentum space

kernel of the scattering integral equation. This divergence is reduced as ooe moves

from higher to lower dimensions as a result of the reduction of the momentum space

phase space • <f i for n dimensions. In ooe dimension the bound state and scattering

results are expected to be even more insensitive to potential shape. The calculation

of Doddts indicates this for three-particle bound states in one dimension.

In Sec II we present the two-particle separable potential model which we employ

for the calculation of the three-particle system and also some results for two-particle

scattering. Then we develop the three-particle dynamical equations which we use for

the numerical study of three-particle scattering in two dimensions. An account of

the numerical method and a suitable definition of the scattering ph* «-shifts are also

given in this case. In Sec III we present aod discuss our numerical results, m Sec

IV we present a summary and concluding remarks.

D. THE MODEL

Let us consider three identical bosoc* in two dimensional space interacting via

the following 5-wave separable potential in momentum space:

(l)

(*<»» I, 1**1)



with

- • (2)

One of our main interests in this work n to study the sensitivity of few-paxtide

observable* to variations of potential shape, and this will be achieved by varying m

from 1 to 10. For potential (1) the scattering t matrix it given by

(3)

with

where 5 = &2irt/2>i, /* is the reduced mass of the two-boson system, J is the center

of mass energy, and k is the on-the-eoergy-shefl (on-shell) relative wave number. In

this work we shall employ units & = 2/i = 1. The fully OQ-shell t matrix

K k1 = 9 , is given by

i —i

ik\t{k*)\k) =

The two-particle bound ilates at negative energies are given by the vanishing of

the quantity in the square bracket. Using the effective range expansion, this t matrix

is usually parametrized by14 . v . r ..;• .'.„,-, t...^ K- .

with

coíí, « a, + (l/x)M(i5) + 6^ + c^ +.. . (7)

Here £3 is the scattering phase shift, and 03 is the two-particle scattering lengtL

There is tome ambiguity in defining a3 in two dimensions because of the tn(k7) term;



the numerical value of «* depends on the scale «sed to measure the energy 4*- I* o«r

study we shall be measuring energy in units of the two-particle binding energy B%

and the scattering length * j , defined by

r + ~. (8)

it related to that of Eq. (7) by

(«)
r

The scattering length ã2 will be useful in our study of model independence of three-

particle bound state and scattering observables in two dimensions. When the two-

particle binding energy B2 = 1, 67 reduces to a2 In the low energy Emit, for the t

matrix of Eq. (5), cot&x is given by

so that the scattering length ãj is written as

1 B,

With this discussion of the two-particle system we now present a discussion of the

three-boson Faddeev equations174* in two dimensions (or separable potentials (1). In

this case the Amado-Lovelace-MKra equation1*, which » the spedal case of Faddeer

equations for separable potentials, b given by

(ç)T(j)|ib) « (fljV(*)|í) + / dp{q\Vls)\p)T($ — Z^I^){p\(I\*)\k), (12)

where

8 {U»t >. Iffl)



Here T[a) n the t matrix for scattering oí a boson on tke bovnd state of two other» at

a three-particle center oí mass energy «, and V(s) is the energy-dependent effective

potential in this case. The oo-«heU wave number k in this case is give* by

* = 3^/4 - ft, (14)

wbere 3^/4 is the relative kinetic energy.

The partial 5-wave projection of the Araado-LoveUce-Mitra equation (12) is writ-

ten as

(f P*WI*> = («IV«|*> + r Pdp(i\V(*)\p)r(* - 3p»/4)«T(*)|t), (15)

where

{q\v(s)\p) - £ d0{q{V(*M> (16)

The equation for the partial wave t matrix (15) above has a singularity in the kernel

in the T(S — 3p*/4) term whenever p equals the on-sbdl wave-number k. In order to

make this singularity more explicit we introduce a modified ( matrix and interaction

potential in the Amado-Lovelace-Mitra equation via

U1

(q\n>)\p) = -(** -

The condition for the two-particle system to have a bound state of binding energy JPj

is given by

With this condition the expression (17) for T{») above is rewritten as

9 (M*f I. IM9)



A J (ç|T(j)b). (20)

We have a similar equation for V{$).

In terms of these modified potential and t matrix the Amado-Lovelace-Mitra

equation becomes

(q\T(i)|t) - h\V(s)\k) +

For energies below the three-particle breakup threshold the potential V{$) is real and

the analytic structure of Eq. (21) is identical to that of the two-particle Lippmann*

Scbwinger equation. We employ a subtraction in the kernel of this equation in order

to eliminate the singularity of the kernel. The nonsinguiar equation we consider for

an auxiliary matrix F(J) can be written as17

In Eq. (22) we have performed a specific subtraction in the kernel. This specific

subtraction is a special case of a more general subtraction scheme for calculating the

fully off-shell scattering t matrix in terms of the solution of an auxiliary nonsingular

integral equation.17 As the integral in Eq. (22) is nonsingular the t'O prescription in

the denominator has been dropped. In the present study we shall be only concerned

with the or-shell i matrix which is expressed in terms of the auxiliary matrix V($)

via17

which can be rewritten as

ID (M*r i, \*n)



In arriving at Eq. (24) we nave separated the principal value and the imaginary part»

of Eq (23) and have added a term to the principal valu<; part which is zero. The

resultant integral of Eq. (24) if not singular and hence does not need the principal

value prescription for its evaluation.

Comparing with Eq. (6) we identity (kft(s)\k) as the physical t matrix for the

scattering of one boson on the bound state of two others and the phase shift for this

scattering, 63, is given by

2 ft |
I Jo

This expression for cotS^ should diverge as (l/x)/n(3t2 /4) for small k. In order to

calculate the scattering length 03 for scattering of one boeon on the bound state of

two othen we have to extract this divergent part of cotSj. and take the limit k —• 0.

The integral in Eq. (25) is identically rewritten as

Jo °* u 1 - *j) J l }

Jo (q1 — k2) Jo q + k

(26)
Jo q* — k1

It is easy to see that the first term on the right hand side of this equation gives the

Ink divergence for small k and the second term vanishes in this limit. In order to

extract the divergent term lor small it in expression (26) we rewrite the first term 00

the right hand side, for example, as

Jo q (i + i ) Jo "*

Equation (27) is just ooe way of separating the divergent part from the finite part of

the first integral on the right hand side of Eq (26) in th« limit Jfc -* 0. The first term

on the right hand side of Eq. (27) is unite in this limú whereas the last term, wuich

11 (M*r 1. it*])



C4n now be evaluated aLalyticAily. diverge» in this limit. This last term of Eq. (27)

is immediately evaluated to yield

( 2 8 )

Now the expression (25) for cotSy is rewritten as

7o ^ ^ - J t ' A - l

The analogue of the effective range expansion (7) in this case is given by

= a2 + (l/x)/n(3JfeV4) + 6(3*3/4) + c(3^/4)a + ... (30)

with 3Jr>/4 playing the role of the relative kinetic energy, which in the two-particle

case given by Eq. (7) is k*.

The scattering length for scattering of one bosoa on the bound state of two others,

a3, is now defined &s

, ( i + «)fo|r(o)|o)-(o|r(o)|o) .
x(o|r(o)|or Jo

(31)

We can redefine a3 in units such that Bj * 1 AS in Eq. (9):

In Eq. (32) d3 so defined is the scattering length for B% « 1.

DL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this lection we present numerical results at low energies below the three-particle

breakup threshold for scattering and bound states involving three identical bosons in

12



two dimensions. One of the purposes of this study is to investigate the sensitivity

of these results for scattering and bound states on the shape of the two-particle

interaction potential while the low-energy two-particle observables, the binding energy

Bi and the scattering length a2, are maintained constant. In some areas, such as

nuclear physics, such a variation of the potential is called an 'off-shell' variation,

as the potential is varied in such a way that the (low-energy) two-particle on-sbell

observable* are maintained constant. Usually, the features of the potential well known

from physical considerations, e.g. the range, is held fixed in such a study while the

shape is varied. We simulate such a variation by varying the constant m (=1,2,4, and

10) of the potential form-factor (2).

Because of considerations of Ref. 4 the results of three-boson bound-state and

scattering calculations at low energies should depend only on the two-boson observ-

able:* Bi and a3 for £?3 << 0, where 0 is the range parameter introduced in Eq. (2).

Under this condition the behavior of the three-particle system is expected to be uni-

versal, independent of the detail of the interaction potential. Due to the low binding

of the two-particle system, the three particles are expected to spend most of the time

outside the range of the potential. This model independence of the three-particle

system increases as the dimension of the space U reduced. In three dimensional space

therr is a reasonably strong model dependence, whereas in two-dimensional space this

model dependence is non-existent at least at low energies and in the weak binding
. . . . ; ' ' ; " " - :• i ' f ' . ."' ; '

limit*.

Another way to understand this model independence of three-particle observable*

in two dimensions is achieved through a consideration of the dynamical equation*

(15). In the three dimensional equivalent of Eq. (15) the convergence at the upper

limit of the integral in this equation is achieved by the potential form-factors y's

through Eq. (13). The integral in Eq. (15) diverges as the form-factors g'i are

13 I, It*])



set equal to unity, which corresponds to the two-partic!e zero-range interaction; this

divergence has been related to the appearance of Thomas effect in the case of rero-

range potential.4 Consequently, in three dimensions the solution of Eq. (15) depends

on the shape of the potential form-factors. The integral in Eq. (15) in two space

dimensions, because of the reduced phuse-spcxe, converges even when the potential

form-factors g's are set equal to unity.1-4 The solution of Eq. (15) in this case is

expected to be insensitive, or at best very weakly sensitive, to the shape of the

potential form-factors. It is important to note that in the limit 0 —» oo (potential

range going to zero) Eq. (15) produces convergent result for three particles in two

dimensions. Consequently, the Thomas effect is absent, which implies that the short»

range or the large momentum parts of Eq. (15), expected to be the region most

sensitive to the off-shell variation of the potential, have no significant relevance on

the three-particle low-energy observables in two dimensions.

In our calculations we utilize /? = 1 and vary A, so that, £?3 << 1, which is

expected to be the domain of model independence discusr*ed above. We vary the

two-particle scattering length a7 and the two-particle binding energy Bi during the

actual calculation. However, we would like to have resulta for fixed a7 and Bj in order

to study the model independence of three-parttcle observables. This is achieved in a

simple fashion. The ',hree-boson results for /? = 1 and anv J93 can be transformed

to the case with a fixed Bi (=1) by considering J53 = Bi/B2t <*3 = 03 + {l/*)lnBi,

and 3j = 03 + (\/t)lnB7. Here the barred quantities refer to the case with Bj = 1.

Equations (3), (4), and (19) exhibit this remarkable scaling property. Suppose that

for & given A = A<> and 0 — &(= 1) we have the two-particle scattering length aj

and a two-paxticle bound state of binding energy B?. It is easy to see from Eq. (19)

by scaling arguments that then one has a bound state of binding energy Bj « 1 for

Y1 and A = XQ[B]m and from Eqs. (9) and (11) that a3 is the corresponding

14 (U»s I, I»»})



scattering length. A similar scaling argument applied to Eq. (15) reveals that under

this modification the three-particle binding euergy and scattering length get changed

from Z?3 and o3 to B$ and 03, respectively.

In Ref. 4 it is demonstrated that the plot of J53 (= B3/B2) versus da is independent

of the potential form-factors. The plots for m = 1,2,4, and 10 yielded essentially the

same result. This demonstrated the model independence of the three-boaon bound

states in two dimensions. We have reconfirmed this model independence for other

values of m.

Here we shall mainly concentrate on the three-boson scattering observables. la

Fig. 1 we plot the scattering length â3 versus õ2 for m =1,2,4, and 10 in Eq. (2).

For small ã2 thi- plot is completely universal with all m yielding essentially the same

result. For large õj and ã3 this model independence tends to break down as we start

moving out of the weak binding limit [B\ Jfi << 1). In the actual calculation for the

extreme point given by lOOõ? = 15, Bl
2
/2/0 fis 0.35(m = l),0.24(m = 2);0.01(m =

4),anii0.0S(m = 10). We see that the smaller values of m have deviated more from the

weak-binding limit compared to the larger values of m. This justifies the deviation*

of the m = 1 and 2 curves from the m = 4 and 10 curves for large áj. The m = 10

curve in this case is closer to the universal weak-binding limit. Even in the extreme

point lOOõ} = 15 the dipersion in õ3 U small and is of the order of ten per cent.

This case is comparable to the three-dimensional three-nudeon system where the

the range parameter 0 = 1.4/m and square-root of the deuteron binding is S j »

0.23/m.17 However, in the three-nucleon system the dispersion in the value of the

5 wave neutron-deuteron scattering length aj is much larger, with aj varying from

• 1/m to \fm. Hence, unlike in the three-dimensional case, in the weak binding limit

àj, and B}(= 1) are enough to determine the scattering length a3 of one bo«on on

the bound state of two bosons independent of the shape of the interaction potential

15 <M*r 1. it*))



49 a obvious from Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 we plot ãj versus B$ for m = 1 and 10- The plots for m = 2and4

lie between those for m = 1 and 10. For small ã3 the model independence of the

result is obvious. As in Fig. 1 this model independence starts to break down as â3

increases and we move out of the region of weakly bound two-particle bound states.

This plot should be compared to the Phillips19 plot of the three-nucleon system,

which yields a linear correlation between the triton-binding energy and the S-wave

spin-doublet neutron-deuteron scattering length while different potential models with

fixed two-nucleon binding and scattering lengths are employed. However, there is an

interesting difference between the Phillips plot and the present plot. The present

variation of 5 3 and ã3 arises due to the variation of ã2 while in the correlation of

the Ptiillipa plot both two-nucieon binding and scattering length are fixed. From

Figs. 1 and 2 we realize that once we hold both the two-particle scattering length

a? and binding energy B2 fixed this will correspond to a unique scattering length a3

and binding energy B$ with an estimated dispersion of ten per cent. In other words,

in two dimensions with fixed a2 and B7, the â3 versus Ê3 plot reduces practically

to a point with tome dispersion, in contrast to the three dimensional three nucleon

system. Consequently, tli* weakly bound three dimensional three-nucleon system

is model dependent or sensitive to the off-sbell behavior of two-nucleon interaction

potential, whereas the two dimensional three boaon system in identical situations is

virtually model independent and insensitive to the off-ibell behavior of two-particle

interaction.

Finally, we see that this model independence of three-boson binding energy and

•cattering length io two dimensions can be extended to the scattering phase ihifts

S3 below the breakup threshold of one bosoa on two-boson bound state. In order to

test this we calculated $? for k = 1, and Bj = I. This corresponds to a three-particle

16 (U*j I.



center of mass energy s given by Eq. (14). In this case we plot tan&$ versus l j in

Fig. 3. As in Figs. 1 and 2 A3 is varying in this calculation. For small 1} again

the result is model independent. When a} and i j increases this nv>;iel independence

starts to break down as in Figs. 1 and 2. This plot should be compared to thai of

Frederico and Goldman*0 (FG) for the three-dimensional three-nucleon system, where

they plotted kcotS (6 being the nudeon-deuteron 5 wave scattering phase shift) versos

nucleon-deuteron scattering length and obtained a linear correlation as in the Phillips

plot. This study of FG is the three-dimensional analogue of the presen study in two

dimensions in Fig. 3. However, in the study of FG both the two-nucleon binding

energy and scattering length are held fixed. In the three-nudeon system even in the

weak binding limit, in contrast to the two-dimensional three-boson case, the result

is model dependent, h the present study the two-particle binding energy is fixed

but the two-particle scattering length is varying. Once the corresponding quantities

(B2 and a-i) are held fixed in the present study we have only a section of the present

plot in Fig. 3, which is just a point with small dispersion. Again we reach the

same conclusion of model independence (off-shell independence) of the three-particle

scattering observables in two dimensions.

IV. SUMMA&Y

In this paper we have presented a systematic study of scattering and bound states

of three identical bosons in two space dimensions iX low energies using the Faddeev

equations in the momentum space. The two-particle potential is taken to be of the

5 wave separable type with varying form-factors. In this case the Faddeev equations

reduce to one variable integral equations, which we refer to as the Amado-Lovelace-

Mitra equations. One of the purposes of the present study is to investigate the model

(independence of the results once the two-particle binding energies and scattering

17 (M«r 1.



lengths are held fixed. In the limit of weak two-particle binding (B^* « fi) we

find the result of both scattering and bound «Utes oi the three-boson system to

be independent of the variation of potential shape provided that the two-particle

scattering length and binding energy are held fixed. In the three dimensional three-

particle system the results for three particle bound states and scattering are sensitive

to the shape of the potential employed even when the two-particle binding energy and

scattering lengths are held fixed. This behaviour of the three-particle system in two

dimensions has been justified by considering the analytic behavior of the dynamical

equation (15) and has been related to the absence of the Thomas effect in this case.4

The present finding is expected to have interesting consequence in the study of several

few-particle systems in two-dimensions. We have made a limited model study but we

have argued that our conclusions are expected to be generally valid provided that we

are limited to low energies and consider only the case of weak two-particle binding:

B\ « fi, where J3j is the two-particle binding and ft is the inverse range parameter

of the two-particle interaction.
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Figure Caption

1. The three-boson scattering length &3 plotted versus the two boson scattering

length a} for the separable potential (2) with m = 1, 2, 4, and 10.

2. The three-boson scattering length i3 plotted versos the the three-boson binding

(= £h/B2) for the separable potential (2) with ro= 1 and 10.

3. The tangent of the three-boson phase-shift tan6$ of Eq. (31) plotted versus the

three-boson scattering length ã3 for the separable potential (2) with m= 1 and

10.
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